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Antique and Vintage Piano Tools
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box
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workbench, containing over
collection of rare Erlandsen pianomakers tools.
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President’s Corner
Hello to all. I am looking forward to my new role as President of CRAFTS. CRAFTS is a terrific organization which has
provided leadership and education relating to collectable tools for
40 years. CRAFTS has established such a fine track record because it has been led by dedicated and knowledgeable individuals supported by a team of proactive directors and members. I
am proud to be selected to carry on this fine tradition.
I have been a tool collector for over 40 years. My focus is on
edge tools but it includes any tools made by blacksmiths. As a
blacksmith myself, I have special love and respect for tools hammered out by hand over the heat of the forge. Most of the traditional blacksmiths did amazing work. Their design skills and
ability to solve problems using black metal are still a legacy
worth ongoing study.
I was a member of CRAFTS back in the founding years of
the late 1970’s. I drifted away for a number of years as demands
of work and family grew. After retirement a couple of years ago,
I rejoined and now have the time to devote to helping CRAFTS
directors continue to develop the club. I am looking forward to
the activity! The club is strong and rich with the knowledge and
participation of its membership.
Active participation is critical to the success of any organization! This is especially true for voluntary associations like ours.
We have been fortunate to enjoy on-going active member involvement in our meetings and events. The TOOL SHED, tailgating, scheduled meetings, educational speakers, and of course
the CRAFTS picnic and CRAFTS Auction are special indeed. It
is important to remember that CRAFTS directors work quietly
behind the scenes to make these activities the success that they
are. We invite additional participation by all members!
Active funding is another requirement for a successful voluntary organization. Currently our annual dues are a modest $15
per year. That’s about the price of a pizza. Think about all of the
benefits that you get from your modest investment. Please do
your best to renew your membership as soon as you can to help
keep CRAFTS growing strong!
Our committee directors are always seeking ways to improve
their many services. The auction committee has recently revamped the auction process which will lead to a more dynamic
and fast paced auction in 2017. I have recently been given a
sneak peek at some of the items already coming in to be catalogued. You will be pleasantly surprised at the great quality items
that are already arriving. Our CRAFTS Web Site committee is
continually improving the content available on the CRAFTS
web site. Soon all archived Tool Sheds will be available to the
public. This action should make it easier for researchers to access
the wealth of information available on our site. Our Tool Shed
Committee is working “hand in hand” with the CRAFTS Web
Site Committee to load additional Tool Shed Articles to the web
site.
I invite you to offer your participation in any of our committees. You will learn a lot working with our Directors. Also please
contribute your ideas for future improvements to our offerings.
Thank you. Ivan Raupp
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Catalogs that I have read span the years between
1885 (Hammacher Schlemmer) and 1940 (Hale, Tuners
Supply Company). Two things become apparent in reading the trade literature from these years. The first is the
static nature of innovation and development in the pianotool-making field, along with the pianos themselves. While this was a source of frustration for some
engineers and engineering-types within the piano business, older traditional methods were retained because
they essentially worked very well. Traditional building
practice–and
innovating
within tradition
– has always
been a concept
with paramount
importance, not
only in the piano industry,
but in all music
instrumentmaking. As the
19th
century
progressed,
Typical piano brace and pad in Hammany cabinet macher Schlemmer catalog, 1885
makers adopted
the use of bench planes, infills, and shoulder planes,
while piano workers still favored the earlier mitre planes
and rabbet planes. Bow drills were still available to the
piano trade as late as the onset of World War Two. And
as ratcheting steel bit braces were utilized in post-Civil
war America, piano workers stuck with their nonreinforced wooden pod braces that were generally
deemed obsolete at the beginning of the 19th century.
Later, there was some change, much of it surrounding
the advent of electric power, and the phasing out of some
hand boring, cutting, and planing tools.
As a tuner/technician for over 30 years, I will
concentrate my dialogue on specialized hand tools primarily for tuning, stringing, regulating, voicing, and repairing the piano. Elsewhere, there is more extensive
information on tools which are used generally across the
practice of a number of trades and applications, such as
chisels, saws, and hammers. I will, however, include various discussions on, bit braces, hand planes, drills, tuning
hammers and a few other interesting tools. Although
some of these tools may seem familiar, they were altered
and specialized for the piano maker’s work.

Pianomakers Braces
Hand-cranked bit braces are still used today for
tightening large plate screws before pitch raising and
general tuning, as this helps to secure pitch stability.
Braces are also used to remove and replace plate screws
when the large iron plate is removed during restoration
for soundboard and bridge work. Standard steel ratchet
braces are used for these structural related tasks, but before Black and Decker introduced the portable electric
drill, hand braces and bow drills were commonly used
for many lighter procedures. Braces specific to the piano
industry were smaller, typically with a
six-inch sweep or
less, and were used
for action work assembly and custom
fitting of components, such as damper rails or case parts.
High torque was not
necessary, but speed
was important because of the sheer
magnitude of all the
small parts assembly
involving the turning of a threaded
screw. Just imagine
all of those little
parts, 88 times for
each.
The
wooden Above left is Dutch piano brace.
brace shown above Above right is typical English and
right is the typical American piano brace
design for the piano
brace, with the crank arm in the same general shape as
the English Sheffield brace, but minus the reinforcing
plates. These braces accept tapered cylindrical pads, not
unlike a Morse taper, which was somewhat anachronistic
for the late 19th century, compared to the Sheffield button lock or the more modern Barber/Amidon type chuck
used on the steel American braces.
Sizes of the piano braces ranged from 8 to 12 inches,
noticeably smaller than the average 14-inch Sheffield
brace, and the sweep was usually around 5 inches, but
could range from 4 to 7 inches. Applewood was used for
the brace shown, which was often used for piano braces,
but beech was more common for braces intended for
general use. A brass neck, indicative of the higher-end
braces, was a costly option here.
(Cont. on pg. 4)
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Two more
wooden piano
braces shown
right. Bagshaw
and Field in
Philadelphia,
PA, made the
one on the left,
with an applewood body and
a lignum head.
On the right is
a piano brace
with a body
comprised of
solid
rosewood, with a
pewter
neck
and ferrule. It is marked with the Star of David, but is
not signed by the maker. Rosewood was seldom used
for the complete crank arm of a brace because it was
not common to source Brazilian rosewood stock that
was large enough and sufficiently unflawed to withstand the strain during typical use. Erlandsen also
made a beautiful rosewood brace shown in the boxed
collection on page 1. Both of these braces were higher
end, and more expensive because of the wood used
and the metallic necks; they’re also noticeably heavier.

Above - Mathieu, Paris piano brace (unmarked), with a fruitwood body, 7-inch swing, and characteristic long brass neck
or baluster. This one has a handle made of horn, probably
from a water buffalo. Mathieu in Paris made the bow drill
stock in the foreground, which has an identical baluster, but
with an ivory handle.
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Millers Falls, an early leader in manufacturing bit
braces, made two uniquely small ones with a 4-3/4″
sweep, numbers 15 and 16, which was the narrowest
sweep of any mass production steel braces. This series
of braces had no ratchet mechanism, as it was introduced before that feature became standard, the absence of which made the small sweep more important
for clearance issues in close quarters. The revolving
weight of the ratchet also would have made the tools
more cumbersome.
No. 16 brace, designed for pianomakers, had a
small chuck, the same as what they put on their adjustable tool holder. This made the brace lighter, quicker,
and easier to work with agility for action assembly and
other lighter, repetitive tasks. The narrow sweep also
enabled more precise work with the driving, rotating
handle placed closer to the work as compared to braces with larger swings further offset. In addition to all
of the proprietary tools made for adjustable handle, the
jaws of this chuck could accept and hold just about
any tool, including tang ends and round ones. Millers
Falls advertised this feature in their catalogs.
Number 16 was made from 1884 to 1901, and No. 15
with the standard Improved Barber chuck, was made
from ~1876 to 1922. The No. 15 had the same versatility, but with the heavier and more robust chuck, and
was most likely also used in the piano industry before
the introduction of portable electric powered tools introduced after World War I.
These braces were not included in the piano supply
catalogs that I have seen, but are shown below in the
1887 Millers Falls catalog, with the intended application for piano work duly noted. Schley and Co., a piano supplier in NY, did offer the general line of Millers Falls braces in their 1905 catalogue.

Below shows three Millers Falls chucks disassembled, showing jaws, compression nut or shell, and receptacle for the jaws which is threaded on the outside
for the adjustment of the shell. At the top of the photo is
the smallest chuck from the No. 16 brace. In the middle
is a little larger chuck which is marked with the Jan.
14th 1868 Amidon patent; it belongs to the Millers Falls
adjustable handle. Apart from the different sizes, there
are some very minor differences between the No. 16
chuck and the tool handle chuck, which are apparent in
this photo, but the function is the same. Jaws on the No.
16, however, appear to be slightly more adapted to accept rounds rather than square bits, as compared to the
jaws of the combination handle. Adjustable handles
were offered in a number of piano supply catalogs including the large 1911 American Felt Co. catalog.
Shown at the bottom of the photo is the chuck from No.
15 brace, with the standard Improved Barber chuck, and
spring loaded alligator jaws.
Above shows the Millers Falls Numbers 15 (r.) and 16
(l.) braces with 4-3/4″ sweeps. Number 15 has the improved Barber chuck with McCoy’s jaws, and small
rosewood head. Number 16 has a special combination
tool handle chuck and small lignum vitae head. Both
braces have McCoy’s rotating wrist handle in rosewood
with brass rings inside the handle to avoid splitting. Top
handles for both do not ride on ball bearings, the only
two in the 10 to 16 Barber Improved braces series that
lack that feature, probably because the handles were too
diminutive to allow sufficient space. On No. 15, the
crank handle has less of a taper at the ends, and has
slightly more play than that of the No. 16. While the
two braces share the same sweep, the profile of each is
different: the nickel plated steel frame of No. 16 has
more lazy curves as compared to those on No. 15. No.
16 shown here dates from around the same time as the
1887 catalog, and the No. 15, with McCoy’s Feb. 18,
1890 patent date on the shell, and rosewood head, was
made approximately ten years later.

Below left is a Goodell Pratt No. 230 screwdriver
brace, six-inch sweep, with a specialized chuck (Shown
below right.) that accepts tools with a 1/4″ diameter
shank, the same size as most piano regulating tools used
in the combination piano tool handle introduced around
1900.

Traditional pianomakers diminutive wooden brace with Millers
Falls No. 16 chuck
Continued on pg. 6
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Below is an antique organ builder’s screwdriver
brace. The long extension was used to reach difficult places. Given the availability of this type of
tool in piano supply catalogs for several decades, I
believe there was overlap with piano applications.

Below is a Dutch brace, with extension and affixed spoon drill bit. This brace probably dates before 1850, when interchangeable bits for braces became more of a universal standard. In this case, a
separate brace would be needed for each task.
Twelve inches long with a four-inch sweep.

Below is an small version of a gentleman’s brace,
with long screwdriver bit, in a configuration like the
above, but considerably more versatile, with interchangeable bits. The brace alone is 8-1/4″ long with
a very narrow sweep.

Below left is a light and long piano tuner’s brace
included with a set of piano tools dating from the
early 1900s. This delicate type of brace is uncommonly found, but I’ve seen a number of them over
the years. The brace without bit is 12″ long with a 4″
sweep.
Below right is an unusual “Super Simplex”
screwdriver from a tuner’s tool kit circa 1920. Rather off balance in appearance, it does not seem to
be bent. It’s small enough for one hand to hold both
the handle and the offset portion, giving additional
leverage. This tool was made by Millers Falls and
was actually the no. 64 offset screwdriver.

Below is a Drummond interchangeable screwdriver
brace, patented January 18, 1870. Extra bits were
made to be fixed on the screwdriver blade.
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Below is a diminutive oak brace, 4″ sweep, accepting round pads. In the form of a crooked stick
type brace, but the grain is quite straight.

Below is a Fray 108 brace found at the Hornung
Estate in 1990. This is a Spofford patent brace, with
a clamshell screw clamp for holding the bit. It’s very
effective, but a practical way to apply a ratchet
mechanism was never developed. Although this
brace was intended for general use, the boring and
screwdriver bits that it was found with indicate that
it was used for plate installation for their upright
pianos. This would be done with the piano back, i.e.,
wood beams/soundboard/pinblock assembly, laying
horizontally on
a truck, without the cabinet
sides or keybed.
Therefore, no clearance
issues
were present,
and a ratchet
brace was unnecessary.
Martin Shepard is a piano technician in the San
Francisco Peninsula. He has spent over thirty years
servicing and studying the history of pianos and the
tools used. In the next issue of the Tool Shed, Martin will present his research on piano maker’s
planes.

Dr. Wilbur Pan Presentation on Japanese
Chisels to CRAFTS of NJ June 5th, 2016
By - Ivan Raupp
On June 5th, 2016 the members of CRAFTS
were entertained and enlightened on the history of
Japanese Chisels by Dr. Wilbur Pan. The presentation was a continuation of Dr. Pan’s talk on Japanese
saws early in 2015.
Wilbur is a modest fellow and he humorously
bounded his tool expertise stressing his love for
woodworking but downplaying his expertise in metallurgy or tool history. But through the modesty,
Wilbur’s deep knowledge and wit shone brightly
through.
Wilbur has a curious
mind and the energy to
do careful research. His
intent is to understand
the practical traditions
and techniques that apply
to tools associated with
woodworking. He began
his presentation by contrasting the traditional
Japanese
woodworker
with the western woodworker. The Western
wood worker works Wilbur explaining Japanese
standing up at a bench woodworking & chisels.
while the Japanese woodworker works sitting down
with his tools spread around him. Both woodworkers
are acculturated with the traditions that they learned
as apprentices. Their techniques may be different but
there are many parallels and both schools of craftsmen turn out high quality products.
Wilbur got into woodworking as a hobby to provide relaxation from his high intensity job as a pediatric oncologist. He set up his shop in the basement
of his home and decided early on that quiet dust reducing hand tools were necessary to preserve marital
harmony. But which hand tools were needed? Which
were the best? There was not a lot of information out
there that was helpful. As he talked to other woodworkers he heard that Japanese saws and chisels
were very good but no one could explain why. One
guy told him that Japanese chisels were very valuable, handmade by old Japanese blacksmiths and he
had better buy some before they died.
As a physician, Wilbur’s curiosity was piqued.
So he set out to learn the facts and data around Japanese chisels. He first started with some history. Dur-

ing the Ming dynasty China was a cultural power
house. The Chinese culture was rich and flourishing.
The Chinese culture as it related to woodworking
influenced many countries in Southeast Asia including the Japanese culture. Craftsmen developed their
tools and techniques in these countries following
their own approaches but quite isolated from the
Western influences. From the 1500’s to the mid
1800’s there was a period of enforced isolation
which was imposed in Japan. There was no communication in or out of the country. Meanwhile furniture making traditions in the west were evolving rapidly through many styles from Jacobean through
Shaker over a time frame of just 200 years. Western
tools and techniques evolved as well. Meantime the
Japanese isolation caused Japanese craftsmen to develop tools in somewhat different ways.
Wilbur emphasizes that even though isolation
may cause differences in tool design between east
and west, the similarities in function outweigh the
differences. This thinking is quite amazing at first
glance. But when you remember that both East and
West used similar types and sizes of hard and soft
wood it makes a lot of sense. I believe we could say
that form does follow function pretty closely in this
case.
Conventional wisdom suggests that Japanese
chisels are very sharp, last a long time, but are not
good to use on very hard wood. As he described the
characteristics of modern day Japanese chisels Wilbur provided evidence to support the first two beliefs
and debunked the third as mostly a myth. So sharpness and durability are true but inability to work
with hard wood is false.

An assortment of vintage Japanese chisels in different
aged condition. All are in useable condition with a little
cleaning, sharpening and setting the handle.
Continued on pg. 8
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Japanese chisels look mostly like western chisels
and generally work like western chisels. There are
chisels that can be pounded, chisels that can pare,
and chisels that can chop. Any craftsmen can use a
Japanese chisel and they should. Japanese chisels
combine the benefits of a socket chisel and a tang

During the beginnings of the industrial age in
Western countries lamination gave way to tools
forged fully from cast steel. It was economical to do
this and the uncertainties of a bad lamination weld
were eliminated. It is significant to remember that
the cost of a quality tool is driven by hand labor.
But because of the isolation in Japan the hand welding continued. This history may contribute to the
perception that Japanese chisels are sharper and
better.

Above is a set of Japanese chisels called tsuki—nomi.
These chisels are for delicate handwork not hit with a
hammer. The handles are usually made of fine exotic
wood as seen here with rosewood.

chisel. There is a ferrule on the handle end that absorbs hammer blows and acts like a socket to prevent handle splitting. Japanese chisels have a shiny
(hard) layer and a dark (tough) layer. This combination of skillfully forge welded layers produces a
chisel which can be razor sharp and very tough.
This technique resembles that used in the construction of Samurai swords. This technique is called
lamination and it was also developed in parallel in
western chisels. Usually the demarcation line is visible half way up the length of the chisel. Considering the isolation that existed, this is quite a remarkable circumstance.

Above is a type of Japanese chisel called tataki - nomi,
which is the classification of chisel that is hit with a hammer, thus it has a top ferrule. These are dovetail chisels
hand-forged by Master Matsumura in Yoita, Niigata Province, Japan. The blade is a laminate of White Paper Steel,
the best available for a very fine cutting edge, with a backing of iron to strengthen the chisel.
THE TOOLSHED - SEPT. 2016
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The Japanese chisel requires a bit of preparation
before it should be used. The preparation is simple
but important. The round end hoop should be removed. The end of the handle should be carefully
pounded to compress the wood fibers a bit. Then
the hoop should be replaced, and should sit lower
on the handle because of the compression of the
fibers. With the hoop back in place, there will be
about 1/16-1/8” of wood protruding above the hoop,
which are hammered down to lock the ring in place.
These fibers act like a cushion. They diffuse the
hammer blows and keep the handle from splitting
while they gradually advance the hoop down the
handle. A brief soaking in water will swell the fibers and keep the hoop tight. About 30 minutes of
prep will do the trick.

Wilbur likes to use a metal hammer with the Japanese
chisel. The cushioned handle prevents splitting and the
metal hammer adds to control.
Sharpening the Japanese chisel is effectively done with
a water stone. Oil or diamond stones can also be used.
The best technique is the one that hurts the least!
The hallmarks of a good Japanese chisel are:
A clear lamination line with a symmetric curl up at
each end. The chisel edge “smiles” at you.
A quality finish with a smooth symmetrical shape and
chamfered edges
Experience will help you tell a quality chisel from an
also ran. Like art the more you look the more you
know. The more hand work and artistry by the blacksmith the higher quality. $200-250 is a fair price for a
good set of smaller Japanese chisels (1/4”, 3/8”, and
1/2”).
It is important to note that the back side of a Japanese chisel is concave. This concavity is made on purpose. As you flatten the back edge in sharpening you
will be grinding very hard tempered steel. The concavity reduces the amount of steel that you must remove.
The concavity increases proportionately as the chisel
thickens toward the handle, thereby facilitating resharpening over time. It is interesting to note that this
concavity is sometimes seen in laminated western chisels also.
A lively series of questions occurred throughout
Wilbur’s talk:
What bevel angles are characteristic on Japanese chisels? Bench: 30 degrees, Paring: 25 degrees, Mortise:
35 degrees. This is much the same as in western chisels.
How do Japanese chisels compare in size? They are
typically shorter than western chisels of the same class
Do Japanese do chip carving: There is a Japanese tradition of geometric carving, but the shapes are different from western chip carving.
What are your preferred sharpening methods? I favor
the water stone because it is most efficient. Oil can
work but it is slower. Diamond stone works but I do
not like the scratchy sound.
Do you hollow grind? No. Grind the bevel flat. Hollow grinding may weaken the chisel edge because hollow grinding removes much of the tough steel above
the brittle edge steel on the chisel back. Micro beveling
also yields no real value. I do use a wet “Tormek”
wheel when grinding out a nick or resetting the bevel
angle on a chisel, but then I get rid of the hollow as
fast as possible.

What should a good Japanese chisel look like? It

should look symmetric, have beveled edges, and it
should be smoothly finished.
How should I hold a chisel? Hold it so that it is comfortable and so you have control. A death grip is not
needed.
Have you ever seen a delaminated Japanese chisel?
No. The welding is typically very strong.
Have you ever seen problems in mortising hard
wood? No. Once, while killing some time, I hammered
out a mortise in a piece of cocobolo with no problems.
Please do not avoid hard woods, perhaps increase bevel angle a bit if you are having problems.
Are there bigger Japanese chisels? Yes.

Large slick like Japanese chisel called Tsuki - nomi. Used
to clean up long deep mortises or to smooth the cheeks of
a large tennon. Often has to be special ordered.
Do you use a guide to sharpen? Not unless I’m chang-

ing the bevel angle.
What are the types of steel used? White (easier to
sharpen) and blue (better edge retention, but more difficult to sharpen. I like white steel for chisels, blue
steel for plane blades.
In the closing discussion, Wilbur showed us some
special purpose Japanese chisels. He also told us that
standardization in wood working design was very
strong in Japanese culture. It was so well executed that
two different teams could work on the mortises and
tenons used in huge temple construction and the subsequent joints would align and fit together perfectly.
He then recommended that we try our luck with
these fine tools. I good starter set might include sizes
¼”, 3/8”, ½”. Japanese chisels often come in sets of
10. It is important to remember that the raw material is
less important than the blacksmith who made the chisel. Also it is important to build a strong relationship
with your tool dealers. Good dealers want your repeat
business.
Please check out Wilbur’s web site. There is a list of
great resources many of them referencing ideas beyond
the tool itself. http://giantcypress.net/
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day in other ways. I sold $100 more in the
parking lot than I spent at the auction. Even
more surprising I actually traded a beautiful
Thomas Goldsmith complex molder for a
Education is key to building any colThomas Grant plow. My collection now has
lection. When it comes to wooden planes
two Grant plows.
the late Jack Whelan’s book, The WoodJack’s book came in handy when I
en Plane, first published in 1993, is a
found
an unusual plane on EBAY. It was a
monumental work and a must read. The
toted
split
body sash by Young and McMasbook contains hundreds of precise drawter.
The
body
is cut down the center and
ings all done by him. Jack’s book covers
then
at
an
angle
in front of the tote. Oh and
forms, and functions for planes made in
it
is
made
of
Applewood.
Jack described a
America, England, France, Holland, GerMcMaster
of
this
form
but
he did not promany and Various Asian countries. Basivide
a
sketch.
I
suspect
Jack
may have only
cally he read every book on the subject
seen
a
photo
or
was
given
a description.
and then surveyed a number of large colThe
split
body
allowed
for
a
shim,
which is
lections. The foreign texts are a clue to
typical
for
a
sash
plane.
Jack
thought
the
many unusual American planes which
slanting
cut
would
allow
one
to
change
the
may be a special order. Newcomers to
width
of
the
rebate.
This
would
require
adAmerica sought forms that were familiar
ditional holes in the blind end of the screws
to them from their country of origin. Jack
which can only be seen by taking the piece
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a gift when he
was president.
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Education Is The Kindling Of
A Flame
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CRAFTS MICALIZZI ENDOWMENT GIVES
AWARDS TO STUDENTS

CRAFTS picnic to feature presentation by well known
duck decoy carvers.

This year CRAFTS Micalizzi Endowment awarded $250 to
two graduating high school students for use to further their
studies and work in the crafts related areas. Below are the students and their bio’s.

Jamie Hand
J.P. Hand has been carving
ducks from Jersey white cedar
for about 40 years. His family
has lived in Cape May County
since the 1700s. His stepgrandfather, Ephraim Hildreth, was also a decoy carver today, his rare shorebird decoys go for thousands of dollars
on the antiques market. Hand learned his craft from two masters - Hurley Conklin, and Harry Shourds, a third-generation
decoy carver and NEA National Heritage Fellow. In that
tradition, he's taken on an apprentice - Dave Billig. Billig
won a Folk Arts Apprenticeship grant from the New Jersey
State Council on the Arts to study under Hand. Both are lifelong hunters with a passion for using their own hand-hewn
decoys. J.P. has restored a colonial-era farm and his barn is
set up to give a firsthand look at a centuries-old craft that
originated in the United States, and, some might say, was
perfected in New Jersey.

Above are the two students receiving the Micalizzi Endowment Award and their teacher Dave Potts. Center is Chris
Venezia and on right is Derek Van Veldhuisen.

Cooper Rossner
Cooper Rossner has always loved birds, and wood carving.
Rossner, now in college, was a student at Cape May County
Technical High School when veteran decoy duck carvers
Jamie Hand and Dave Billig spoke to his class. He was entranced. “I was always a bird nerd, growing up,” Rossner
said. “I especially liked shore birds and waterfowl.” He also
loved carving, the feeling of making something by hand, and
said his woodworking class was his favorite in high school.
He immediately tried to match what he saw in his class. By
chance, he later ran into Billig, who invited Rossner to his
home in Seaville to show him some ducks, and show him
how to really do it, Rossner said in a recent interview.
Billig and Hand are part of a tradition with deep local roots,
one that Rossner, and many others, say is a uniquely American tradition. Some sources indicate American Indians began
using decoys to lure waterfowl in close enough to hunt. According to Rossner, no one knows for certain how long people have been carving decoys. It’s clear that in Cape May
County it goes back generations, however. Some of the earliest known carvers in this area include Amos Wheaton, who
Rossner said lived by Magnolia Lake, and Ephraim Hildreth,
who used to live where the Walgreens now stand. Rossner’s
mentor JP Hand is Hildreth’s descendent, according to
Rossner, and Hand has been carving decoys for more than 40
years, a craft he learned from master carvers Hurley Conklin
and Harry Shourds. Rossner attends Atlantic Cape Community College full time, with one more semester until graduation, and hopes to go on to a four-year degree, possibly at
Stockton University. He hopes to someday teach English or
history.

Christopher Venezia is a 4 year engineering student at
Northern Burlington County Regional High School. He was
recently admitted to The James A. Clark School of Engineering
at The University of Maryland where he intends to peruse an
education in aerospace engineering. He has been interested in
engineering and the aspects of it for as long as he can remember, completing numerous projects at home and in the classroom. These projects include but are not limited to a model
pinball machine, compressed air rocket launcher, and he is in
the process of building a homemade Quadcopter. Receiving
this scholarship would assist in the ability to further his education in engineering and allow him to continue to work on projects in the future.
Derek van Veldhuisen has been building things ever since
he was a Cub Scout making pinewood derby cars. He got his
first taste of Metalworking in metal shop during his freshman
year. That class got him very interested in fabrication and metalworking which lead him to join the New Jersey Blacksmith’s
Association.
After High School he will be going to the Pennsylvania
College of Technology in Williamsport, PA. majoring in Construction Management for four years and minoring in a 2 year
Welding Degree. He plans to use these degrees as a Heavy
Civil Weld Inspector on projects such as pipelines, bridges and
skyscrapers. He would like to start a salvage and fabrication
shop to save all the old machinery rotting in the fields across
America. Along with the salvage yard, he would like to create
an equipment museum to showcase our country's history with
machinery.
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CRAFTS of New Jersey
15 N. River Styx Rd.
Hopatcong, NJ 07843
TOOL EVENTS
Sept. 18 - M-WTCA Area P Meet, Adamstown, PA, 2800 North
Reading Road, Don Stark - email Starkcd@aol.com, 707-3675207

Sept. 7 – Tony Murland Auction, England, Tony Murland –
www.antiquetools.co.uk.
Sept. 11 – Crafts of NJ Annual Picnic, Life Camp, Pottersville
(old Brady Camp), Ivan Raupp, ivanraupp@aol.com.
Sept. 18 - M-WTCA Area P Meet, Adamstown, PA, 2800 Don
Stark - email - Starkcd@aol.com, 707-367-5207.
Sept. 23-24 – Donnelly Antique Tool Auction, Nashua, NH
www.mjdtools.com, 800-869-0695.
Sept. 24 – David Stanley Auction, England, David Stanley,
www.davidstanley.com, 011-44-1530-222320.
Oct.15-16 – Jacktown – Fall Harvest and Sawmill Show,
www.jacktown.org, 610-588-6900.
Oct. 21-22 – Donnelly Antique Tool Auction, Indianapolis, IN
www.mjdtools.com, 800-869-0695.
Oct. 28-29 – Brown Antique Tool Auction, Camp Hill, PA,
Jim Gehring, www.finetools.com.
Nov. 6 – Crafts of NJ Monthly Meeting, Masonic Lodge, High
Bridge, NJ, Ivan Raupp, ivanraupp@aol.com.
WANTED—DISPLAYS FOR CRAFTS PICNIC
Set up a tool display at the picnic. Bring your own table and set up a 1
-tool display or a display of related antique tools. Prizes include quality antique & user tools. Displays will be judged on following:
Visually appealing - It is a neat thought-out setup of tools.
Informative - It gives the viewer information about the displayed
items.
Original - Presented in a creative way to enhance the display.
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WANT ADS
Help With Tool Collections - A retired shop teacher, I can assist
you with tool collection. Finding buyers for your tools. Call Bob
Garay (973) 398-5875 or email- takeadip@optonline.net.
Vintage Tools for woodwor king, machining, leather working
and more. See us at New England area tool meets, online at wwwTimelessToolsand Treasures.com or email jane@janebutler.com.
Need Help disposing of your tools or home items? Entir e or
partial house clean-outs available. Call Steve Zluky at 908-5342710.
JIMBODETOOLS.COM – The lar gest antique tool website on
earth buying and selling fine antique tools. Call Jim at 518-5378665 or email jim@jimbodetools.com.
Wanted - Molding planes made of applewood & molding
planes from Hudson River valley makers. Joe Hauck 908-2362072.
The Tool Exchange –Australia’s home of fine old tools for sale.
Our website has over 18,000 photos of tools. We ship to over 30
countries. www.toolexchange.com.au
WV Tools: CRAFTS member and eBay seller concentr ating on
bitstock tools and more.
Check Out – Tom Lamond’s yester year stools.com, an inter net
magazine on hand tools, their makers and their markings.
Wanted - Bell System tools and electr ician’s plier s. Ted Davidson 609-731-6915
Whitney House Antiques Tool Shop - Antique & user quality
tools for sale - Lafayette Mill Antique Center, Lafayette, NJ

